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VILLA k17

In a private and secure domain of Beauvallon, we offer a 

sumptuous fully renovated villa of approximately 580 m2. Enjoying 

a beautiful sea view, combining luxury and refinement built in the 

heart of a real oasis of several palm trees and fruit trees.

about the villa



The villa is located on a landscaped plot of over one hectare remaining.

Luxury Living



villa’s area



It consists of an entrance with a cloakroom, a large double living 

room with a terrace overlooking the bay of Saint-Tropez, a large 

dining room opening onto a beautiful fully fitted and high-end 

kitchen, a bedroom master bedroom with dressing room and full 

bathroom on the first level and a separate quest toilet.

On the lower level, there are five suites with private bathrooms / 

shower rooms and dressing rooms, a spa, a sauna, a hammam 

and a wellness area.

Unveiling Elegance

VILLA k17



living room



living room



kitchen



dining room



Every detail is designed to perfection, from the soft hues and 

exquisite fabrics to the magnificent decor and the views beyond the 

window. Nestled in the softness of gleaming linens, you'll wake up 

under the rays of the sun streaming in through the panoramic 

windows, offering you breathtaking views of the Saint-Tropez bay.

Walk-in closets with elegant wardrobes and modern amenities 

meet the highest expectations, while the bathrooms provide a 

source of relaxation and luxury. These bedrooms embody 

exceptional comfort and opulence, creating the perfect sanctuary 

for true connoisseurs of sophistication.

Exquisite Bedrooms
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bedroom



wardrobe



bathroom




bathroom 



Beyond the threshold lies an enchanting wooded garden, graced by 

the presence of a mesmerizing mosaic-adorned swimming pool. 

Adjacent, a pool house awaits, boasting a fully-appointed summer 

kitchen, promising al fresco dining in the most opulent of settings. 

Completing this extraordinary residence are two spacious garages 

and an exquisite caretaker's studio, adding an air of exclusivity to this 

truly exceptional property.

Beyond Expectation
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villa’s area



swimming pool



swimming pool



swimming pool



Grimaud, Saint-Tropez

private access



welcome home

@thesunsecretprivatecollectionthesunsecretprivate .com VILLA k17

https://www.instagram.com/thesunsecretprivatecollection/
https://thesunsecretprivate.com/

